In the name of Allah the Gracious the Merciful. We Praise Him and salute His Noble
Messenger (saw) and his servant the Promised Messiah (as)

Jamat-e-Ahmadiyya the Later Party
of Muhammadan Ummah on the Foot
Prints of the First One
Before describing anything on the above topic; the statement of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud
(as)

the Arbitrator, Judge, full of knowledge and wisdom is given hereunder. He said:

“Remember that the Holy Prophet

(saw)

has fixed two boundaries of his Ummah and has

ordained that his Ummah is protected from falsehood as he is himself ahead of them
and at the end is the Promised Messiah. That means on one side is the metallic wall in
the person of the generous Holy Prophet

(saw)

and on the other side is the enemy killer

wall in the blessed person of Masih-e-Maud(as). It is evidently clear from this hadith that
the Holy Prophet

(saw)

has not considered those people in his Ummah who will come

forth after the period of the Masih-e-Maud(as). The period of Masih-e-Maud(as) is
determined to be of those who saw him and thereafter those who saw such seers
(witnesses) and thereafter such those who will be the seers of the preceding ones
found in the world and practicing his teachings. Thus determination of three centuries is
a must in consideration of being on the footprints of prophethood and thereafter is the
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end of the virtue and purity. Lastly will be the waiting time for that moment i.e.
doomsday, the knowledge of which besides God the Exalted even angels don’t have.”
[Roohani Khazain , Volume 15, Page 478]

The apostleship of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) as he has mentioned in his book Haqiqatul Wahi [Roohani Khazain , Volume 22, Page 208] is the year of 1290 Hijra and presently the year
1435 is passing. Thus 145 years have passed for Ahmadiyyat and it means that from the second
period of Muhammadan Ummah out of the determined three hundred years; half period has
already elapsed. As such Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) has exposited the prediction contained in
words of

“Wa Akhareena Min hum LaMaa Yal Haqu Bi Him” of

Surah Jumu’ah (the Later party of companions will also join the earlier companions); the Holy
Prophet (saw) has included the companions of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) among his own
companions. And as such after the dispatch of Holy Prophet (saw) the first century out of the
three centuries is the most beneficial and thereafter for their followers in Second century and
then their followers in the Third century respectively. Likewise is the case of three centuries for
Ahmadiyya Jama’at; and it would be because of their following the teachings of Islam, as it
should be.
The claim of our chief Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud and covenanted Mahdi (as) is his being
wholly in the footprints of Prophethood. His companions because of their following him were
also on this blessed path. These holy people adorned the throne of Khilafat Masih-e-Maud (as) in
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the same way as in the first period of Ummah the companions of Holy Prophet (saw) had done it.
Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) said :
“The companions of the Holy Prophet

(saw)

with whom Allah is pleased successfully

adorned the throne of Khilafat till the fixed period and by tendering their services and
by securing the pleasure of Allah the Exalted passed away and they were granted the
promised Jannah and springs which were destined for them in the hereafter.”
[Malfoozat , Volume 5, Page 494]

The Holy Prophet (saw) had predicted that the Khilafat of his companions will be for thirty
years and after that Kingship and then the period of crooked people in which tyrant rulers will
also come and after that the last age which will be for the people on the path of Prophethood.
Hereunder are also his other sayings:1. That at some future time the condition of my Ummah will become like that of BaniIsrael and for committing evils, adultery and disobedience they will follow them step by
step.
2. This is also the tradition of Holy Prophet (saw) that certainly Allah the Exalted shall keep on
dispatching a person at the turn of each century who will reform their faith.
3. In this connection Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) has described the need and wisdom for
the dispatch of the Mujadad as under:The Holy Prophet (saw) said in a hadith that after a period of one hundred years nobody
will exist. As a century kills the body likewise a spiritual death also happens. Therefore
after a century a new generation develops; as the field crops of corn are seen as green
presently. These will dry up at a time and again become fresh. In this way this
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dispensation keeps on repeating. The previous great people pass away in a hundred
years; therefore Allah the Exalted causes to provide a new arrangement as He provides
the worldly food. Therefore with the support of Quran this hadith bears a continuous
injunction.

[Malfoozat , Volume 3, Page 86-87]

4. It is been narrated by Hadhrat Abdullah-Bin-Masood(ra) that the Holy Prophet (saw) said:
“Prior to my arrival, all the Prophets sent by the Almighty have had some sincere
companions that would completely abide by their teachings and practices. After their
demise, there came a disobedient group that would say things that they would not do
themselves. And they would state things for which they had not been commanded (or
authorized) to do so. Whosoever conducts Jihad by hand against them is a true follower
(Momin), and whosoever conducts verbal Jihad is also like a follower (Momin) and
whosoever that conducts Jihad in his own heart, meaning that he dislikes it, is also a
follower (Momin). And afterwards, there is not an iota of faith left.”

[Muslim- Kitab-al-

Iman – Hadeeqa-Tas-Salheen, Page 314 – Organized by Late Hazrat Malik Saif-ur-Rehman Sahib under
the supervision of Anjuman Waqf-e-Jadid – Printed by Islam International Press UK]

From the above traditions the following things stand proven:1. That in the Ummah after every hundred years there develops the need of a MujadadMessenger and this dispensation shall continue till Qiyammah.
2. Until the time the Khilafat of a Messenger- Mujadad remains in the hands of his
companions, they remain steadfast on his teachings. Those who come after them they
are in the footsteps of the disobedient kings because they do such things which are
opposed to the real teachings and injunctions of Shari’ah.
3. When after the Khilafat of companions disobedient rulers come, then it is incumbent on
believers to stand up to wage religious Jihad against them in case they do things or give
orders against shari’ah.
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This is certain that in the first period of the Ummah after the passing of the Holy
Prophet (saw) the Khilafat of companions was up to thirty years and after that as prophesized by
the Messenger of Allah (saw) the period of Malookiat i.e. Kingship began. However at the turn of
first century Allah the Exalted raised Hadhrat Umar-Bin-Abdul Aziz(ra) and granted him the
felicity to reform and make corrections. Though he got the opportunity for this only for a few
years because his enemies arranged to get his food poisoned and thus he was martyred by
them; yet he was able to present the real practical image of Islam and through his role model
benefited the fortunate people. But in the later party of Ummah which is the glorious period of
Islam; Allah the Exalted through His Perfect Wisdom caused the Khilafat of Hadhrat Masih-eMaud (as) to be lengthened till the end of its first century. The Almighty caused to let serve
Syedna Mahmood (ra) for a long period; hence during this time the Jama’at treaded in general
according to the teachings of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as). However in accordance with this
Sunnah of Allah the Exalted that after the demise of the prophet and his substitutes then there
start developing spiritual weakness in the people of Ummah; therefore there is once again the
need to rejuvenate, refresh and reform them. At the turn of second century of Ahmadiyyat,
Allah the Exalted sent down Hadhrat Sahibzada Mirza Rafi Ahmed (as) in aid of Hadhrat Masih-eMaud (as) by granting him the title of “Ayub”; that is, He awarded him the Spiritual Khilafat
(Details are available at GreenAhmadiyyat.org under the title of “Description of Biography of
Ayub-e-Ahmadiyyat (as)). After the demise of Syedna Mahmood, (ra) administrative Khilafat was
awarded to Mirza Nasir Ahmed Sahib so that He may try the Jama’at Ahmadiyya and thus
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distinguish the fortunate ones from the unfortunates as it is the Almighty’s Sunnah when a
Messenger is sent down by Him.
Given hereunder are a few main things done by Khalifa III which are evidently against
the teachings and injunctions of Shari’ah :1. He spread this creed that in future no Mujadad will come in Jama’at.
2. Held a grudge against Hadhrat Mirza Rafi Ahmed, (as) the Spiritual Khalifa and Mujadad
for 15th Century, to make his life very difficult
3. Contrary to teachings of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) he involved Jama’at in worldly
politics
4. That in spite of evident teachings of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) he gave this statement in
Pakistan National Assembly that no Ummati Prophet will come in future till the day of
resurrection.
In 1957 Hadhrat Musleh-e-Maud (ra) had approved those rules which were formed by
Majlis-e-Mashawarat of Jama’at for election of Khalifa and it was his standing instruction as is
described at Page 169 to Page 199 of Tareekh-e-Ahmadiyyat volume 18 (and in particular at
page 175-176) that the list of the members of Electoral College should keep on being updated.
In spite of this direction, no substitutions were done and consequently at the occasion of
election of Khalifa IV in 1982 when attention of Nizam Officials was drawn towards the
incomplete list of the members of the Electoral College, the disorder occurred; but they rushed
through the election for formality sake only.
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Khalifa IV also followed the pattern of Khalifa III and further during his reign and
particularly in the years (1992-2000) all the targets of allegiances (ba’its) and their realizations
proved to be only a manifest falsehood.
Now the fifth Khalifa in spite of reminders; neither he presents the correct beliefs of
Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) nor he considers it necessary to have faith in Hadhrat Mirza Rafi
Ahmed (as) as the Mujadad sent by Allah the Exalted for the current century. Also he has not yet
updated the Electoral College list for future Khalifas by incorporating 57% representation of
general Momaneen of Jama’at; whereas Khalifa’s election should be by consultation of
Momaneen only as the Hadith commands that there is no Khilafat without consultation. Now if
these people are not the disobedient ones then what else should they be called?
The present Khalifa has further done a thing by following the Khulafa-e-Abassiya i.e.
from the organization of Jama’at he is also asking them to express their fidelity to the Khalifa on
oath also. The famous historian Ibn-e-Khaldoon has written in the preamble of his book part
two, chapter # 23-29 (published by Nafees Academy, Urdu Bazar, Karachi) as such :“Khulafa at the time of allegiance used to ask allegiants to undertake oaths of various sorts so that
their reign is protected. The same was described as Bait-e-Iman i.e. allegiance by faith. Iman-eYameen is the plural of oath i.e. oaths concerning allegiance for Bait-ul-Iman. Mostly people were
coerced to do it. Therefore when Imam Malik issued the edict against such oaths under coercion
then the rulers opposed him because due to his edict the Bait-e-Iman became null and void. Due to
this, the said Imam had to pass through a difficult period.”
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Importance of Correct Election of Khilafat :Hadhrat Musleh-e-Maud (ra) said: “Khilafat has two parts; one part is this that God the
Exalted makes the Khalifa and the other part is this that the people elect him. So far as the
election by the people is concerned, that will take place. But the other part which concerns
with God the Exalted, the same is this that if people for election of Khalifa observe those rules
which are fixed by Allah the Exalted then that Khilafat will be successful. But if they do not do
so then of course they can make the Khalifa but it will not be successful or otherwise the
position of that Khalifa will be like that of the Pope of Christians and the people will not
derive any real benefit. But in spite of it after every Prophet there is Khilafat. The people
forget these things whereas this happen again and again. These things have happened in our
Jama’at and will happen in the future also.”

[Anwar-ul-Aloom , Volume 18, Page 245-246]

Hadhrat Khalifa the First (ra) exposited with regard to verse 135 of Surah Taha:

“Why did not you dispatch a Messenger for us” as follows:-

1. “For this ultimate argument Allah the Exalted has now kept the dispensation of
Mujadadeen. After 83 years and 4 month a Mujadad comes”
[Haqiqa-tul-Furqan , Volume 3, Page 115]
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2. Further he said “God the Exalted has promised to make a Khalifa as per the needs of the
age and that Khalifa will not be made by arguments nor by election of people; rather
with support, succor and power of God the Exalted.”
[Haqiqa-tul-Furqan , Volume 3, Page 230]

Statements of Hadhrat Sahibzada Mirza Bashir Ahmed (ra) :
1. “After a Prophet, the dispensation of adjoining Khilafat does not run forever. Rather it
continues till God the Exalted may Will for completion of the mission of the Prophet.”
[The correct concept of Islamic Khilafat, Printed since 1951 ,Page 32]

2. Also he stated: - “The period of kingship (malookiat) does not mean at all that in this
period the dispensation of Spiritual Khilafat also ends up. Rather it means that whereas
in the period of Prophethood and its adjoining Khilafat, the streams of spiritual and
religious political administration run in combined form; but after the adjoining Khilafat
this combined river gets divided in two separate canals. One canal takes the form of
worldly politics the reign of which goes in the hands of kings and the other canal adopts
the color of Spiritual Khilafat which as per need for serving the Prophethood runs
forever as it occurred after the initial four Khulafa in the form of Saints and
Mujadadeen.”

[The correct concept of Islamic Khilafat, Printed since 1951 ,Page 34]
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Note by the Writer - Mahmood the Second
The above statements of Hadhrat Mirza Bashir Ahmed (ra) regarding Spiritual Khilafat and
apparent Khilafat as Allah wanted; entirely proved correct and such a prediction was also
present in those visions which were published on 15th December 1965 after the demise of
Syedna Mahmood (ra) with the title of “Basharat-e-Rabbania”. For example vision number
71 under reference is as hereunder:Vision of mother of Habib-ur-Rahman :“On 7th November 1965 after Isha prayers I kept on praying for a long time. When slumbered
then saw in the vision that “Hadhrat Mirza Bashir Ahmed (ra) is present and says we have chosen
our Khalifa; you people may choose your new Khalifa” thereafter I (mother of Habib-urRahman) asked “Who the new Khalifa?” On this Hadhrat Mirza Bashir Ahmed (ra) said “Mian
Nasir Ahmed is there”.
This vision testifies the above statements of Hadhrat Mirza Bashir Ahmed (ra) that on the turn of
a century the Spiritual Khalifat of Mujadadeen and apparent administrative Khilafat get
separated. This vision also indicates this thing that prior to the election of Khalifa III, Allah the
Exalted had already granted the Spiritual Khilafat to Hadhrat Mirza Rafi Ahmed (as). So all Praise
be for Allah.
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The Second Manifestation
According to the explanation given by Hadhrat Khalifa the First (ra) for the second manifestation
as published in Al-Badr of May 23, 1913 that in order to remove mistakes of creed and spiritual
weakness Allah the Exalted will get this service from Khulafa-e-Rashideen and also as per
Sunnah of Allah the Exalted, Mujadadeen shall keep on coming; is perfectly correct and against
this are all selfish notions. Will Allah the Exalted secure the reformation and freshness of faith
of Jama’at of Masih-e-Maud (as) till Qiyammah through those who through dishonest means
take over Administrative Khilafat? Nobody can protect and no power can do so except Allah the
Exalted
The Statement of Hadhrat Khalifa the First(ra)
“The objective of Islam is not kingdom. It is not Royal Religion. It has come to teach Eiman
(faith)”

[Haqiqa-tul-Furqan , Volume 2, Page 119]

This author had written this article up to this point that due to this situation that the Spirit of
Syedna Mahmood (ra) resides in me by way of special attachment; my heart stirred very much
that I must also include and incorporate in it this expository statement of his regarding verse
258 of Surah Al-Anbiya and the same is hereunder:-
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Statement of Syedna Mahmood (ra)
He said :- “Thus before the arrival of the Prophet some people have correct creeds; but when
they deny a Prophet and they are confronted with their prior creed then in order to save their
side they also deny that. But the person who accepts the truth he progresses in his faith day
by day”

[Tafseer-e-Kabeer , Volume 2, Page 589]

Regarding this habit of people, this deep study of Syedna Mahmood (ra) due to his God
gifted Spiritual Wisdom is very much based on reality. In the Jama’at Ahmadiyya of allegiants
many a people are still alive who are aware of this thing that at one time our Murabbian and
Preachers used to preach Non-Ahmadi Muslims that in the Ummah the dispensation of
Prophethood will continue till Qiyammah and further questioned them that if according to
them Hadhrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as) is not the Mujadad of fourteenth century then who is it
? But now they say that after Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) there will be neither any Prophet nor
any Mujadad; which is evidently against the teachings of Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as).
Hadhart Mirza Rafi Ahmed (as) in his exposition of verse 4 of Surah Al-Muddassar

wrote as follows:-
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“No matter how great is the deception covered with gold, it cannot hide the truth. The word of
God has described the example of truth and falsehood as such that when it rains then the same
is covered by foam and it prevails upon water everywhere, so much so that only foam is seen.
Water is not visible. (Surah Al-Ra’d, verse 18)

Allah said that truth and falsehood are also like this. Many a time the foam of falsehood covers
up the truth but at the end of confrontation the foam of falsehood dries up and vanishes and
the sweet clean water of truth becomes apparent.”

The Saying of Syedna Hadhrat Masih-e-Maud (as) full of wisdom:“For the destruction of a liar there is no need of external strength and power. Their own
falsehood destroys them.”

[Malfoozat , Volume 3, Page 98]

In the court of Allah the Exalted, the Blessed, the Omnipotent, the Powerful, the
Forgiving and the Merciful it is prayed that He Kindly guide the Jama’at of Hadhrat Masih-eMaud (as) on the right path and among them keep the Grace of Righteous Khilafat (i.e. the
Spiritual Khilafat and also at its time Apparent Khilafat of righteous and God fearing
Momaneen) till Qiyammah which may establish Shari’ah and freshness of faith to serve Islam
and Ahmadiyyat.
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Aameen, Repeat Aaameen.

My felicity is only the grant of Allah and at the end we pronounce that all praise is for
Allah the Lord of all the worlds.

Humble,

Ch. Ghulam Ahmed, Mahmood the Second
21st April, 2014
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